
MAFA 2021 Interactive Sample Session 

Questions we answer in the session, links, and comments from the chat: 
 

https://mafafiber.org/conferences/mafa2021/ 

help@mafafiber.org 

 

https://www.edieeckman.com/ 

https://www.edieeckman.com/teach-online 

https://www.edieeckman.com/2020/06/11/learning-online-knitting-crochet/ 

edie@edieeckman.com 

 

Will the MAFA sessions be any different than usual Zoom sessions?  The interactive sessions will be 

Zoom-based, so controls will be the same. 

 

What camera are you using for the hand shots?  mine can't get me that close - I'm jealous!!  Edie uses 

her cell phone for the second camera. 

 

Are the lessons going to be recorded so we can go back and review content?  Yes, for about two weeks. 

 

How will we be able to show the instructor our work for feedback?  Webcam, separate camera, or 

text/email photos to the instructor. 

 

If we purchase a class, can we download it to keep if for reference?  No, we don’t have ownership, so 

can only make videos available for a short period. 

 

If you have a smartTV, you can also broadcast your class to your big TV on the wall. Bigger than real 

life!  You can hook up your laptop to your tv with an HDMI cable and you would need to change 

you mode on the tv to see it. 

 

Will there be a protocol for asking questions so there will not be too much talking  over other students?  

This will be up to the instructor to set the level of interaction, and to the moderator to help keep 

attendees muted. 

 

Will workshops and lectures be recorded so we can re-watch at our leisure?  Yes, most classes and all 

lectures will be recorded and available for about two weeks. 

 

Do you recommend having two cameras to show our work?  For the classes that require feedback, the 

instructor will have suggestions.  See above for ideas. 

 

I have to reinforce the taking time out, I recently attended workshops for QuiltCon and should have 

taken the time off work.  I will definitely be taking the time off for MAFA 

Yes, you need to sequester yourself, as if you are not home. 

 

My experience with Zoom is that having the screen open, when a cell phone is active there is a strong 

echo. How do you avoid that?  To avoid echo, turn off audio on one machine or the other. 

 

Edie says:  My stand is from Arkon Mounts. Arkon.com  Use coupon code edieeckman to get 20% 

off. 


